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Tutorial/ Guide

What do you use it
for

A portable phone Android
Apps:
Google earth
Street view
My Heritage

Tutorial
TutorialT

The following apps are installed on a mobile phone:

Google earth

Street view

AZ Screen Recorder (or another app that allows you to record the

screen)

My Heritage (or another app that allows you to animate photographic
portraits)

Using Google earth you "virtually reach" the place you want to show, in
the example the Norman Arch of Mazara del Vallo and then two
Garibaldi places also in Mazara (the Garibaldi theater and the house
where he spent a night in Mazara).

Using an application to record the mobile phone screen, virtual
journeys are recorded, which will be edited on video followed by the
statements of the animated historical characters.

Street view
Create photos with a phone
Open the Street View app Street View.
Tap Create Add photo.
In the bottom right, tap Camera Take photo.
Take a series of photos.
At the bottom, tap Done Done.
Your 360 photo is stitched together and saved in the "Private" tab on
your phone. The photo is also saved on your phone (unless you turned
this setting off).
https://youtu.be/1RTKNtEA9Vo
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Examples
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